
$4897 VALUE
1.    Four-Day Seminar with Deep Skills & Personal Growth ($2700 Value)
2.    Three Months of Private RIM coaching  ($1500 Value)
3.    Three Months + of Dr. Deb guided group-RIM Calls             
       Preceding and Three Months after seminar ($150 Value)
4.    Three Months of RIM Facilitation Calls ($150 Value)
5.    One Individual Phone RIM Session  ($300 Value)
6.    32 CE Credits [approved provider for ICF& NASW] (Priceless Value) 
7.    Training Manual ($97 Value)

“Dr Sandella’s RIM® Method is a practical down-
to-earth method of realizing the immense 
potential that lives within everyone.” 
~ Larry Dossey, M.D.  
Author of Healing Words, Healing Beyond the 
Body and Reinventing Medicine.

“RIM work produces such immediate and extraor-
dinary emotional and physical results, it may at 
first appear unbelievable, but I have witnessed it 
in action in my own life and the lives of hundreds 
of my students and trainees and can testify to its 
profound impact.” 
~ Jack Canfield, Creator of the Chicken Soup for 
the Soul® Series and The Success Principles®

“I have been working with several healing modali-
ties for quite some time and have achieved great 
results with them, but after “experiencing” RIM, I 
knew I had to add it to my reservoir of tools.” 
~ Adham Saleh, Cairo, Egypt

“Dr. Deb Sandella’s RIM training is well worth 
the investment.  As a hypnotherapist and coach, 
I find RIM highly useful and unlike anything else. 
Dr. Deb’s ingenious strategies allow clients to com-
plete deep-change work without losing their sense 
of independence, wholeness or identity. Even with 
“negative” emotions, RIM is a pleasure, often actu-
ally fun! One of my clients released a life-long anxi-
ety in a single RIM session.  This is strong stuff!” 
~ Jane Ransom, MA, C.Ht.

“I felt the kind of breakthroughs you’d expect after 
an entire weekend of personal growth work in just 
one session.  The insights and releases were huge. 
I literally felt like I had more room in my body to 
breathe after our session.” 
~ Marilyn Suttle,  Author and Speaker, IL

“I frequently use the RIM Technique with CEO’s of 
large companies and they love it because it’s fast 
and effective.” 
~ Jaroslav Prusa, MBA, Czech Republic

“RIM is a super powerful tool to tackle guilt and 
shame.  An essential one for students to address 
emotional memory and make their lives even more 
powerful.” 
~ Alexandra Spichtig

“RIM Essentials allowed me to clear blocks and 
thus receive & integrate new learning at a much 
deeper level.  And the safe connection with my 
RIM classmates carried me through this experi-
ence.” 
~ Bob Manard

$1397 or SAVE with 2 or more @ $1197/PP 
One Time Community Service Training

Regular Tuition $2797

Send your questions to DrDeb@RIMinstitute.com 
toll-free (888) 788-0800 Colorado (303) 691-3457

Special Teacher & School Counselor Training

RIM® ESSENTIALS

Gain Immense Professional Benefits...
 15 tools to manage emotion and help prevent a shooting at your school

  Ways to immediately calm the triggered primal brain 

 Three Emotion-Processing Skills that Work With Any Problem

 Organic steps guaranteed to track the hidden source of any problem

 Step-by-step process for re-doing past hurt, pain, regret and rage

 Establish Emotional Safety in your classroom

 Techniques to quickly calm anxiety and help students be fully present

The RIM® Method is an extremely rapid and effective technique that frees 
clients of self-limiting thoughts, feelings and memories stuck in body memory. Clients can 
regenerate their neurologically grounded sense of self in a profound way. Neuroscience find-
ings support the efficacy of RIM by explaining that the brain and nervous system is “plastic.”  
Researchers have discovered that recalling a memory biochemically destabilizes it, so 
it can be recreated in an empowering way. RIM locates and regenerates problemtic thoughts 
and feelings to organically produce new self-confidence and emotionally intelligent action.
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Thanks to Contributing Sponsors

You Save $1400!
off Regular $2797 tuition
$1397 for a $4897 Value

2018 RIM Essentials for Teachers and School Counselors 
4 Days + 3 Months Online RIM™ Coaching

Don’t Miss this Extraordinary Opportunity!!
August28-31, 2018

Silver Lake Retreat Center, Conway, New Hampshire 

About the workshop:
Research has established EQ (Emotional Intelligence) as being more important 
to success than IQ.  Yet, teachers aren’t taught how to deal with intense 
emotion.  With the incidence of school shootings and diverse classrooms, kids 
are anxious.  This unique workshop will teach effective ways teachers, 
counselors and educators can create emotional safety in school 
and help prevent a shooting.

Partial Scholarships Available—Apply to customerservice@RIMinstitute.com
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